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In the present paper, calculations have been made for the magnetic anisotropy developed in cold-worked 
iron- nickel alloys near the 75% i composition. The treatment is based on the slip-induced directional order 
theory of Chikazumi et aI. O. Phys. Soc. Japan 12, 1259 (1957)]. The theory states that in an ordered 
ferromagnetic solid solution (long- or short-range order, or clustering), slip results in the creation and 
preferential alignment of distinct type (s) of atom pairs (e.g., Fe-Fe) which lead to an induced magnetic 
anisotropy. The important conclusion from this theory is that the direction of the induced easy axis of 
magnetization depends sensitively on the orientation of the deforming crystal and the geometry of the 
deformation process, as well as the type and degree of ordering in the alloy. The present treatment extends 
the original analysis for the case of rolling to single crystals of several new orientations: (110)[i12J, 
(110) [i10J, (ill)[ii2], (112)[ilOJ, and (112)[ii1]. These orientations, plus those studied by Chikazumi 
et al. ((100) [001J, (l00)[0l1J, and (110)[001J), contain the most likely operating slip systems whose slip 
directions are symmetrically disposed about the roll"ng direction and are hence more stable than others 
during rolling. Some of these orientations are important components of texture in recrystallized or cold-rolled 
polycrystalline face-centered cubic materials. In addition to the rolling analysis, calculations have been 
made for the anisotropy resulting from drawing of wires with (111) and (001 ) axial orientations. These two 
orientations are likewise prominent components of polycrystalline wire textures. 

The present work shows that drawing of a (001) wire induces a hard magnetic direction along the wire 
axis, while this axis becomes an easy direction if the orientation is (111). For rolling, except for the cases of 
(OOl)[l00J and (110)[001J studied by Chikazumi et aI., where the induced easy axis lies along the trans
verse direction, most other orientations generally place the easy axis along the rolling direction. This sug
gests a plausible explanation for the observation that the rolling direction becomes an easy axis of magneti
zation when a randomly oriented polycrystalline aggregate is rolled. This work also predicts that rolling 
of {112}(111) and {110}(112) textures (symmetrical variants included) , which are prominent texture 
components in rolled Permalloy, results in an easy axis along the rolling direction. Suggestions for experi
mental testing of the theory are discussed. 

INTRODUCTION 

T HE phenomenon of cold-work induced magnetic 
anisotropy in iron-nickel alloys has been studied 

in detail in connection with the early development of 
Isoperm, a 50% Fe-50% i alloy. I- a It was found that 
rolling of a cube-textured alloy induces an "easy" axis 
of magnetization along the transverse direction. The 
induced easy axis lies along the rolling direction, how
ever, if the initial grain orientation were random. This 
phenomenon was found to exist throughout the face
centered cubic range (at room temperature) of the 
Fe-Ni system and was unrelated to magnetostriction 
or crystalline anisotropy. Bunge and Mueller4 and 
Chikazumi, Suzuki, and Iwata5 (hereafter called CSI) 
proposed a slip-induced directional order theory to 
account for this peculiar anisotropy. Briefly, the theory 
states that in a ferromagnetic alloy containing some 
degree of chemical order (long or short range), there are 
more milike nearest-neighbor atom pairs than in a 
random solid solution. During plastic deformation, 
like-atom pairs are created at the expense of unlike 

pairs. 6 Due to the crystallographic nature of slip, these 
induced like-atom pairs are distributed asymmetrically. 
Such asynunetrical distribution results in a magnetic 
anisotropy since it is expected from the theory of 
magnetic annealing7 •8 that the pseudodipolar magnetic 
coupling energy of an atom pair in a solid solution of 
A and B atoms depends on the identity of the pair; that 
is AA, BB, or AB. In this manner, Bunge and Mueller 
accounted qualitatively for the directional dependence 
of slip-induced anisotropy in rolling both randomly 
oriented and cube-textured materials. The treatment 
of CSI was more complete. They considered the differ
ence in slip behavior between long- and short-range
ordered structures and analyzed the slip systems operat
ing to accommodate the rolling deformation. The 
calculations based on rolling single crystals of Permalloy 
(76% Ni- 24% Fe) of several orientations were found in 
satisfactory agreement with observed magnetic data. 
Later work on FeaA19 and i- Co alloyslO again produced 
satisfactory results. 

6 The theory is equally applicable to the case of clustering in 
which atoms prefer like neighbors. Plastic deformation would then 

1 W. H. Six, J . L. Snoek, and W. G. Burgers, De Ingenier 49, result in unlike atom pairs at the expense of like ones. 
E 195 (1934). 7 L. Neel, J. Phys. Radium 15, 225 (1954). 

2 H. W. Conradt, O. Dahl, and K . Sixtus, Z. Metallk. 32, 231 8 S. Taniguchi and M. Yamamoto, Sci. Rept. Res. Inst. Tohoku 
(1940). Univ. A6, 330 (1954). 

8 G. W. Rathenau and J. L. Snoek, Physica 8, 555 (1941). II S. Chikazumi, K. Suzuki, and H. Iwata, J. Phys. Soc. Japan 
(H. J. Bunge and H. G. Mueller, Z. Metallk. 48, 26 (1957). 15, 250 (1960). 
6 S. Chikazumi, K. Suzuki, and H. Iwata, J. Phys. Soc. Japan 10 N. Tamagawa, Y. Nakagawa, and S. Chikazumi, J. Phys. 

12, 1259 (1957). Soc. Japan 17, 1256 (1962). 
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It should be pointed out that NeeF has also inter
preted the cold-work induced anisotropy on the basis of 
directional order theory. He suggested, however, that 
the ordering is a result of the large applied stresses 
coupled with diffusion enhanced by plastic deformation. 
This theory was criticized by Bunge and Mueller on 
grounds that the Bauschinger effect had to be invoked 
to explain the difference in the directional dependence 
of the induced easy axis between randomly oriented and 
cube-textured polycrystalline materials. 

This paper extends the CSI analysis to rolling crystals 
of several new orientations of FeNia composition, with 
particular emphasis on those orientations encountered 
in textured polycrystalline materials. In addition, since 
slip-induced directional order need not be restricted to 
rolling deformation, analyses were made for the case of 
wire-drawing. The present aim is twofold. First, since 
the CSI analysis predicts different directions for the 
induced easy axis depending on the crystal orientation 
and the type of deformation processing, study of a wide 
range of orientations and different types of deformation 
processing will further test the theory. Secondly, 
commercial fabrication of magnetic alloy components 
often entails a series of complicated thermal and 
mechanical treatments. As different textures may be 
developed by these treatments, their effects on the 
magnetic anisotropy of the finisbed product can be 
overriding and must not be ignored. 

CHIKAZUMI-8UZUKI-IWATA ANALYSIS 

The magnetic energy density of an alloy crystal of 
A and B atoms, due to creation of BB atom pairs 
induced by slip, can be written as 

E= lL N BBi COS
2CPi, , (1) 

where l=lAA+lBB-2lAB, with lAA, lBB, and lAB as the 
coefficients of pseudodipolar coupling of AA, BB, and 
AB atom pairs. N BB, is the number of BB pairs per unit 
volume created by the slip on slip system i, and CPi is tbe 
angle between the local magnetization vector and the 
induced BB pair direction due to the ith slip system. 

In calculating the distribution of induced BB pairs, 
CSI distinguished two types of deformation: (1) de
formation of a long-range-ordered lattice with slip 
confined within the ordered domains and (2) deforma
tion of a short-range-ordered lattice, or of a long-range
ordered lattice with slip extending beyond the domain 
boundaries. In the following these will be denoted as 
L.F. and S.C. types, respectively, in accordance with 
the original notation. The essential difference between 
the two types is that, for alloys of face-centered cubic 
structure which usually slip on {111} planes and along 
(110) directions, the induced BB pair direction (for a 
given slip system) in L.F. deformation is that (110 ) 
direction perpendicular to the slip direction. In the 
S.C. deformation, the slip plane normal becomes the 
effective induced BB pair direction. The expressions for 

the induced magnetic energy density according to these 
two types of deformation have been derived in tbe 
original paper and will not be repeated here. The results 
for a Ni-25%Fe alloy are 

ELF=!-KLFL lSi! (aJJ3li+a2fi2i+ a:J,B3i)2, 
i 

ESC=/6K SC 

(2) 

XL lSi! (n2 ,n3ia2Q:3+n3in1t:a3a,+nh-n2iala2), (3) 
i 

where 

KLF=Nlpop'S2 

Ksc=NlP'u 

N = number of atoms per unit volume. 

Nl~3.1X108 erg/ cc for Fe-Ni alloYS.6 

po=probability that a dislocation will not be paired with 
another to form a superdislocation. 

p' = probability of one dislocation passed per atomic (slip) 
plane. 

s=Bragg and Williams long-range-order parameter. 

u = Bethe short-range-order parameter. 

a',2,3 = direction cosines of the local magnetization vector with 
respect to the cubic axes of the crystal. 

1'1",2., 3. = direction cosines of the induced BB pair direction [or 
slip system i. 

1Lli, 2i, 3.=direction cosines of the slip plane normal for slip 
system i. 

S. = "slip density," or effective number of dislocations passed 
per atomic (slip) plane; proportional to the macroscopic 
glide-shear produced by system i. See Appendix. 

The terms inside the parentheses are merely the ex
panded expressions for the cos2 cp; term in Eq. (1). As 
to the summation, it is carried over all operating slip 
systems i . For face-centered cubic alloys, there are a 
maximum of twelve {111} (110 ) slip systems. Which of 
these systems will operate depend on the crystal 
orientation and on tbe geometry of the deformation. 
Generally these are the systems which have the largest 
value of the factor for resolving the applied stresses on 
the slip plane and in tbe slip direction (Schmid factor), 
and which act in such a way so as to accommodate the 
imposed external shape change of the material. This 
shape change is expressed as six components of the 
macroscopic strain tensor Ei j. Each of these components 
in turn can be expressed as a linear combination of 
glide-shears 'Yi in the active slip systems. The values 
'Yi are then solved in terms of Eij. This practice follows 
the procedures of Taylorll and Bishop and Hill,I2,13 who 
made calculations on a polycrystalline material by 
assuming that the shape change of an individual grain 
is the same as that of the aggregate. 

It may be noted that for an arbitrary macroscopic 
shape change, five of the six strain components are 

11 G. I. Taylor, J. lnst. Met. 62, 307 (1938). 
12 J. F. W. Bishop and R. Hill, Phil. Mag. 42, 1298 (1951). 
13 J. F. W. Bishop, Phil. Mag. «, 51 (1953). 
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TABLE I. Values of" fJ, and n (referred to the cubic axes) for the twelve (111) (110) slip systems. 

No. 
of slip Slip Slip 
system plane direction 2,u 2,. u 2fu 4,._ 

1 (111) [Qilj 0 -SI SI 0 
2 (111) [101 -S2 0 S2 S2 
3 (11!) [lioJ S. -So 0 -Sa 
4 (111) [101j S. 0 -S4 S. 
5 (llD [011 0 S. -S5 0 
6 (111) [liOJ S6 - S8 0 S8 
7 (lil) [llOJ S7 -S7 0 S7 
8 (lil) Ci01J -S8 0 S8 -S8 
9 Oil) [OPJ 0 -So S9 0 

10 (111) [Ol1J 0 -S10 S10 0 
11 (ill) [101J -S11 0 S11 SI1 
12 (ill) [110J -S12 S12 0 S12 

independent (the hydrostatic part being zero) and 
hence, at least five independent slip systems are 
required. Jl- 13 Under highly symmetrical conditions 
such as e>..'ist in the present analysis, however, this 
requirement can be relaxed.14 

Values of €i j, together with those of (3 and n, for the 
twelve slip systems are given in Table I; cubic axes have 
been used as reference axes. Values of 'Y i have been 
converted to 5 i , the slip density expression in Eqs. (2) 
and (3). See Appendix for details. Table I essentially 
follows CSI's notation, with the sense of some slip 
directions changed so as to conform with the positive 
direction of the shears as written. Two sign errors in 
T able III of CSI's paper have also been corrected. 

DETAILED CALCULATIONS 

1. Wire Drawing 

Wire textures of fcc metals and alloys are often a 
combination of (001) and (111 ) components; i.e., the 
grains have their (001 ) and (111) directions along the 
wire axis. Hence the effect of wire-drawing of crystals 
of these two orientations on the slip-induced anisotropy 
is of interest. 

(a) Drawing of a (001) crystal 

Let z be the [OOlJ wire axis, and x and y be the [100J 
and [OlOJ directions, respectively. The macroscopic 
strain components are: 

€"",, = -r/2, €yy= -r/ 2, €zz=r, 
(4) 

where r is the reduction of area. Since wire drawing can 
be considered as tension along the wire axis,ls Fig. 1 
shows that four of the twelve slip systems, 3, 6, 7, and 
12 (see Table I), do not operate because the slip direc
tions are perpendicular to the [OOlJ tensile axis. From 

14M. R. Pickus and C. H. Mathewson, J. Inst. Metals 64, 237 
(1939) . 

15 Although the stress system in wire-drawing probably consists 
of a tensile stress u along the wire axis and a compressive stress 
-nu along two orthogonal axes in the radial direction, addition 
of a hydrostatic tension ntT (which does not affect slip) will result 
in the equivalent system of a single tensile stress (1 +n)u along the 
wire axis. 

4,.., 4,%" v"l.fJI v"l.fJ2 v"l.fJ. VJnl VJn2 VJna 

SI -SI 0 1 1 1 1 1 
0 -S2 1 0 1 1 1 1 
Sa 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 
0 S. 1 0 -1 1 1 -1 
S. S. 0 1 -1 1 1 -1 

-S8 0 1 1 0 1 1 -1 
S7 0 1 -1 0 1 -1 1 
0 Sa 1 0 1 1 -1 1 
S. S. 0 1 -1 1 -1 1 

-SIO S10 0 1 1 -1 1 1 
0 SI1 1 0 -1 -1 1 1 
SI2 0 1 -1 0 -1 1 1 

Table I, the strain components in terms of the slip 
densities of the eight active slip systems are: 

2€xx= -52+54-58-511, 

2€IIY= -51+55-59-510, 

2€ .. =SI+52-54-5s+58+59+S10+5u, (5) 

4€lIz=52+54-58+5u, 

4€zx =51+55+59-S10, 

4€xlI= -51-52+S4+55+58+59+510+5u. 

From the symmetry of the slip systems, the I 5 i I 's 
must be equal. Then solutions of Eqs. (4) and (5) give 

51 =52=58=59=510=5u =r/ 4, 

S 4=S5= - (r/4).16 (6) 

Too 

100 

FIG. 1. Standard (001) stereographic projection of cubic crystal. 

16 For slip systems (4) and (5), the Miller indices for the slip 
plane in Table I are the negative of those of Fig. 1, resulting in the 
sign change of the shears. For simplicity, we shall consistently use 
the slip density values in Table I for slip systems whose Miller 
indices for plane or direction are the negative of those listed. 
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By putting Eq. (6) into (2) and using the pertinent 
values of (3 from Table I, one obtains for L.F. defor
mation 

E LF = (1/16)KLFr(a12+a22+2as2) 

= (1/16)KLFTal+const. (7) 

Since all values are positive, Eq. (7) means that the 
induced magnetic energy is a minimum on the x-y plane 
(aa=O). Hence the wire axis [OOlJ becomes a hard axis 
of magnetization. 

Substitution of Eq. (6) and the n values of Table I 
into Eq. (3) gives 

Esc= (1/16)Ksc[(r/4)XOJ=0. (8) 

Hence there is no magnetic anisotropy produced by the 
S.c. type deformation. 

(b) Drawing of a (111) crystal 

Let x'- [ hoJ, y'-[Ii2J, and z'-[111J be a set of 
coordinate axes for the macroscopic strain tensor in this 
system; this retains the z' direction as the wire axis and 
the other two directions along the radial direction, Fig. 
2. The matrix for the transformation of the specinlen 
axes to the cubic axes referred to in Table I is'7 

X' y' z' 

1 1 1 
X 

.y2 .y6 ,13 

1 1 1 
Y 

.y2 .y6 .y3 

2 1 
Z 0 

.,,;6 .y3. 

Hence from the strain components for wire-drawing 
[Eq. (4)J, 

€:z:'z, =Ey'y' = -r/ 2, Ez'z, =r, Ey' Z' = Ez'x'= €x'y,= o, (9) 

and the tensor relation Eij=l.'ilj'jEi'i' (i,j=x, y, z; i',j' 
=x', y', z') 18 where the l's are the components of the 
transformation matrix, one obtains 

From the stereographic projection of Fig. 2, the 
operating slip systems for [ l11J wire drawing are 
(l1i) [101J, (l1i) [Ol1J, (IiI) [110J, (li1) [Ol1J, 
(i ll) [101J, and (ill) [110J, corresponding to Nos. 
4,5,9, 11, and 12 of Table 1. The other six systems are 
inoperative because of zero values of Schmid factor. 
From Table I, the strain components in terms of slip 

17 J. F. Nye, Physical Properties of Crystals (Oxford University 
Press, London, 1960), p. 9. 

18 Ref. 17, p. 11. 

densities are: 

2E"",,=S4+S7-SU-S12, 

2Eyy=S.-S7- S9+S 12, 

2E .. = -S4-S.+S9+S11, 

4ElI",=S4+S7+SU+S12, 

4Ez",=S5+S7+S9+S12, 

4Exy=S4+S5+S9+SU. 

Solution of Eqs. (10) and (11) gives 

(11) 

S4=S5=S7=S9=SU=SI2=r/2. (12) 

Putting (12) into (2) and using the (3 values of Table I, 
one obtains for L.F. deformation 

E LF = -jK LFr(ala2+a2as+asal)+const. (13) 

Equation (13) is a minimum along [111J, or the wire 
axis. Hence this axis becomes the induced easy axis of 
magnetization. 

Substitution of (12) into (3) and using the n values 
of Table I gives 

Esc= - (1/48)Kscr(ala2+a2as+asal). (14) 

Again the wire axis becomes the induced easy a).'is. 

2. Rolling 

Rolling of the following orientations are of interest: 

Roll Roll 
plane direction 

1. (001) [iooJ 
2. (001) [itOJ 
3. (110) [OOlJ 
4. (110) 012J 
5 . (110) [110J 
6. (111) [H2J 
7. (112) C!!OJ 
8. 112) [l11J 

In all the orientations above, slip directions of the 
operating slip systems (based on ma},:imum resolved 
shear stress) are symmetrically disposed about the 
rolling axis and hence comply with the stability criterion 
of Pickus and Mathewson.14 [Orientations (6) and (7), 
however, were not considered in their discussion of 
stability.J Tucker19 has pointed out, however, that the 
real test of stability is to determine whether slight dis
placements from a .given orientation will cause rotation 
into, or away from, this orientation. In any case, the 
following analyses should be valid for rolling reductions 
in which the orientation does not change significantly. 
Moreover, by following the orientation change such as 
with x-ray techniques, the magnetic anisotropy accord
ing to the new orientation(s) may still be obtained. 
Among the above list, (001) [ioOJ is a prominent 
recrystallization texture in face-centered cubic alloys, 
while (110) [il2J and (112) [iilJ are often found in 
the rolled state.20 

19 G. E. G. Tucker, J. Inst. Metals 82, 655 (1954). 
20 C. S. Barrett, Structure of Metals (McGraw-Hill Book Com

pany, Inc., New York, 1952), pp. 484, 509. 
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Since the first three cases have been treated by CSI, 
only their results will be smnmarized later. The other 
cases are analyzed below. 

(a) (110) [112J Rolling 

Rolling can be considered as plane strain deformation, 
the strain components given by 

Ez ' x' = -r, Ev'v'= 0, €z' :I, =r, 

Ey'z' = E ZI Z ' = Ex' v' = 0, (15) 

where x' is normal to the rolling plane, y' transverse to 
the rolling direction, and z' the rolling direction. 

For the case of rolling on (110) along [i12J, let 
x'-[llOJ, y'-[i1iJ, and z'-[i12J be the coordinate 
axes, Fig. 3. The matrix for transformation to the cubic 
axes is 

x' y' z' 

1 1 1 
X 

"';2 "';3 "';6 

1 1 1 
Y 

"';2 "';3 .,,;6 

1 2 
Z a 

"';3 "';6. 

From Eq. 15 and the transformation matrix, the strain 
components referred to cubic axes become 

Exx = -r/ 3, EIIII= -r/ 3, E .. = 2r/ 3, 

Ellz = r/ 3, E, x= -r/3, Exy= - 2r/ 3. (16) 

FIG. 2. Standard (111) stereographic projection of cubic crystal. 

001 

FIG. 3. Standard (110) stereographic projection of cubic crystal. 

The choice of operating slip systems in rolling is 
complicated as the stress system is not simple. Pickus 
and Mathewson14 chose those systems which have the 
largest value of cOSA cosO cos<p, where A and 0 are the 
angles which the rolling plane normal makes with the 
slip plane normal and the slip direction, respectively; 
and <p is the angle between the slip direction and the 
rolling direction. Tucker21 has proposed that the magni
tudes of stress in rolling are 0' along the rolling plane 
normal, - nO' along the rolling direction, and! (1- n)O' 
along the transverse direction, with n< 1. The effective 
Schmid factor for a slip system is then proportional to 
[(cosA costJ)- (cos'Y cos<p)J, where 'Y is the angle 
between the slip plane normal and the rolling direction. 
The other symbols retain their previous meanings. 
Those slip systems with the largest effective Schmid 
factor will then operate. Although both criteria often 
lead to the choice of the same slip systems, it was felt 
that the Tucker approach is more appropriate and 
hence adopted here. In any event, the operating slip 
systems based on either stress criterion may be in
sufficient to accommodate the macroscopic strains. In 
such a case, additional slip on other systems may be 
required.22 

From the stereographic projection of Fig. 3, the most 
likely slip systems that operate during (110) [i12J 

21 G. E. G. Tucker, Acta Met. 12, 1093 (1964). 
22 In the Bishop and Hill analysis,12·13 one can obtain a sufficient 

number of slip systems to acco=odate the imposed macroscopic 
strains while satisfying the yield criterion, i.e., the resolved shear 
stress for slip is reached equally in all the operating slip systems. With 
reference to the operating slip systems analyzed in the present 
paper using the Tucker approach, a recent calculation23 based on 
the Bishop and Hill analysis yields the same results. 

23 G. Y. Chin, E. A. Nesbitt, and A. J. Williams, Acta Met. (to 
be published). 
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rolling are (111) [lOIJ and (111) [Ol1J which are in 
accord with both the criteria of Tucker and of Pickus 
and Mathewson. These are systems Nos. (2) and (5) 
according to Table 1. The strain components in terms 
of slip density are: 

2e",,,,= -S2, 2ellll =Ss, 2ezz =S2-SS, 

4ellz =S2, 4ez",=Ss, 4e"'II=-S2+SS. (17) 

Solution of Eqs. (16) and the normal strain equations 
of (17) gives 

(18) 

which, however, do not satisfy the shear-strain equa
tions of (17). In this case, other slip systems may be 
forced to act. Since [OllJ and [lOiJ are the only pair 
of slip directions symmetrical to the specimen coordi
nate axes, the most likely slip systems to act are 
(IiI) [lOiJ and (111) [OllJ [Nos. (8) and (9), re
spectively J in addition to Nos. (2) and (5). The strain 
components then become 

2e",,,, = -S2-SS, 

2eylI =Ss-Sg, 

2ezz =S2-S6+SS+Sg, 

4ellz =S2-SS, 

4e.",=Ss+Sg, 

4e"'l1= -S2+SS+SS+Sg. 

Solution of Eqs. (16) and (19) gives 

(19) 

S2=r, S6= -r, SS=S9= - (r/ 3) (20) 

with all the strain components satisfied. It may be 
noted that systems (8) and (9) are in cross-slip relation
ship (sharing the same slip direction) with systems (2) 
and (5), respectively, and that the amount of slip 
required of (8) and (9) is only one-third that of (2) 
and (5). 

Although the Schmid factor is zero for systems (8) 
and (9), local stress variations may generate sufficient 
slip to satisfy the macros trains. Alternatively, slip may 
still occur predominantly in systems (2) and (5) with 
resultant shape changes other than those prescribed by 
Eq. (15). Both modes of deformation are considered 
below. 

On the assumption that only slip systems (2) and (5) 
operate, the induced anisotropy energy for L.F. 
deformation, according to Eqs. (2) and (18) and 
Table I, is 

ELF= lK LF[jr(ta12+ta22+a32-a3a2+a3al) J 
= (1/ 24)KLFr(a3L2a3a2+2aaa1)+const. (21) 

For magnetic torque and hysteresis loop measurements, 
it is more convenient to confine the anisotropy to the 
rolling plane. On the (110) rolling plane, Eq. (21) 
indicates that the easy direction is [IllJ, which is 
19.5° from the [112J rolling direction, Fig. 3. 

For S.C. deformation, Eqs. (3) and (20) and Table I 

Eso= l6K so (jr)(ja1a2) = (l/36)K SOra1a2. (22) 

Eso is thus minimum along [110J which is 55° from the 
[112J rolling direction. If slip systems (2), (5), (8), and 
(9) all operate, 

E LF = (5/48)KLFr(a32- 2aaa2+2aaa1)+const., (23) 

which again places the easy direction along [Ill]. For 
S.C. deformation, 

Eso= (1 / 24)KsOTa1a2 

+ (l/72)K sor ( -a2aa+a3a1-ala2) 
= (l j 72)K SCr(2a1a2-a2aa+aaa1). (24) 

A calculation based on Eq. (24) shows that on the (110) 
plane, the easy direction is near [illJ and about 25° 
from the [i12J rolling direction. 

(b) (110) [110J Rolling 

Let x'-[llOJ, y'-[ooiJ, and zl-[IlOJ be the 
coordinate axes, Fig. 3. The matrix for the transforma
tion to cubic axes is 

x' y' z' 

1 1 
x 0 

V'1. V'1. 

1 1 
0 

V'1. V'1. 
y 

z 0 -1 O. 
From Eq. (15) and the transformation matrix, the 

strain components referred to cubic axes become 

The most likely slip systems to operate are Nos. (1), 
(2), (4), (5), (8), (9), (10), and (11) according to the 
Tucker criterion. [Only (1), (2), (4), and (5) are chosen 
according to the criterion of Pickus and Mathewson.J 
In this case 

2e"",, = -S2+S4-SS-S11, 

2eylI = -S1+SS-S9-S10, 

2eZZ =Sl+S2-SCS6+SS+S9+S10+S11, (26) 
4ell",=S2+S4-SS+S11, 

4e.", =Sl+SS+S9-S10, 

4e"71= -Sl-S2+S4+S6+SS+S9+S10+S11' 

Solution of Eqs. (25) and (26) gives 

Sl=S2=r/ 2, S4=S6=SS=S9=SlO=Sll= - (r/ 2), (27) 

with the result that 

and 
Esc=O. 

(28) 

(29) 
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HI Solution of (30) and (31) gives 

11 1 

FIG. 4. Standard (112) stereographic projection of cubic crystal. 

Eq. (28) means that the [OOlJ is a hard direction for 
L.F. deformation, so that the easy direction on the 
(110) plane is along the [IlOJ rolling direction. There 
is no anisotropy from S.c. deformation, Eq. (29). 

(c) (111) [112J Rolling 

The specimen coordinate system specifies x'- [111J, 
y'- [1lOJ, and Zl- [I 12]. The transformation matrix is 

X' y' z' 

1 1 1 
X 

"';3 2 "';6 

1 1 1 
Y 

"';3 "';2 "';6 

1 2 
Z 0 

"';3 "';6. 
Hence 

Ezz = -r/ 6, Eyy= -r/ 6, Ezz =r/3, 
Eyz= Ezz = - 2r/ 3, Ezy = -r/ 6. (30) 

From Fig. 2, the active slip systems based on the Tucker 
criterion are (4), (S), (7), and (12). Then 

2Ezz =S4+S7-S12, 

2ElIy=S5-S7+S12, 

2Ezz= -S4-S5, 

4Eyz=S4+S7+S12, 

4Ezz =S5+S7+S12, 

4Exll=S4+S6. 

(31) 

S4=S5= - (r/ 3), S7=SI2= - (7/6)r. (32) 

Hence 

E LF= (1 / 48)K LFr[ (O'l-O'2O'3-O'3O'I)+ 7 (0'1-0'2)2]. (33) 

The second term inside the brackets dominates and 
places the hard direction at [IlOJ, which is transverse 
to the [lI2J rolling direction. Similarly, 

Esc= - (1/ 144)Kscr(2O'2O'a+2O'3O'I+SO'jO'2)' (34) 

Calculation based on Eq. (34) shows that the hard 
direction on the rolling plane is again [110]. 

(d) (112) [110J Rolling 

The specimen coordinate axes are: x' - [112J, 
y' - [l1IJ, and z' - [floJ, Fig. 4. The transformation 
matrix is 

X' y' z' 

1 1 1 
X 

"';6 "';3 "';2 

1 1 1 
Y 

"';6 "';3 "';2 

2 1 
Z 0 

"';6 "';3 
Hence 

Ezz =r/ 3, Eyyr/ 3, Ezz=-2r/ 3, 

Ey. = -r/ 3, Ezz = -r/ 3, Exy=-2r/ 3. (3S) 

Although Fig. 4 shows that (Iil) [Ol1J and (ill) 
[101J [Nos. (9) and (l1)J are the most likely systems 
to operate according to the Tucker criterion, they are 
not enough to satisfy the strain equations (3S). Addi
tional slip on the cross-slip systems (111) [101J and 
(l1i) [Ol1J [Nos. (4) and (S)J may_then be assumed. 
Thus 

2Ezz=S4-S11, 

2ElIy =S;,-Sg, 

2Ezz = -S4-S5+S9+S11, 

4Eyz=S4+S11, 

4Ezz=S5+S9, 

4Ezy=S4+S5+S9+S11' 

Solution of Eqs. (35) and (36) gives 

S4=S5= - (r/ 3), S9=S11 =r. 
Hence 

(36) 

(37) 

E LF = (1 / 48)K LFr(3O'l-7O'2a'a-7O'3O'I). (38) 

On the rolling (112) plane, ELF is minimum along the 
[IlOJ rolling direction. Likewise, 

Esc= - (1/72)Kscr(O'2a'3+O'3O'I+2O'IO'2). (39) 
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TABLE II. Summary of calculated arusotropy energies based on slip-induced directional order theory. 

A. Wire drawing 
WA ELF Easy axis Esc Easy axis 

1. (001) (KLFr/16)a,' ..l.WA 0 

2. (111) - (KLFr/8) (a,a, +",a. +""';) WA - (Kscr/48) ("'''2+",a,+a",,) WA 

B. Rolling 

RPRD ELF Easy axis on RP Eec Easy axis on RP 

1. (001)[100]" a. - (KLFr/8la " TD a. 0 
b. -(KLFr/8 at' TD b. (Kscr /24)a",. ~TD 

2. (001) [110]- a. (KLJ11"/16)".t a. (Kscr/24)a,a2 TD 
b. - (KLFr'/4)cos'O RD b. [Kscr(1 -2r)/24]cOs'O TD 

3: (110)[001]- a. (KLFr/16)a" TD a. (Kscr/24)a,a, TD 
b. (KLFr/16)a,' TD b. (Kscr /24)a,a, TD 

4. (110) [I12]b a. (KLFT/24) [(a, +a,)'+(a, -a.)2] Q) 1],20° from RD a. (Kscr/36)a,a, [IIQJ, 55° from RD 
[111],20° from RD (Kscr /72) (2 a ,a, -a,a, +a",,) near [111],25 ° from RD b. (5KLFr/48) [(a, +a,)'+(a, -a.)'] b. 

5. (110) [110] (KLFT/8)a.' RD 0 

6. (111)[II2] ~(7KLFr/48) (a,-a,)' RD - (Kscr/144) (2a,a. +2ao", +5a,,,.) RD 

7. (112)[II0]b a. (KLFr/24) ~a"-2a,a. -2ao",) RD a . -(Kecr/36)a,,,, TD 
b. (KLFr/48) 3a ,'-7a o".-7a",,) RD b. - (Kecr/72) (a"" +a"" +2a ,a ,) TD 

8. (1 12)[IIl] (KLFr/48) [(a, +a.)'+ (a, +a,)'+7 (ai-a,)'] RD (Kecr/144) (2a,a, +2ao"I-5",a,) RD 

• These three cases have been analyzed and studied by CSI.' a, calculation based on homogeneous slip; b, based on observed slip. 
b a, calculation based on slip 011 systems of maximum effective Schmid factor; b, based on additional slip systems to achieve strain compatibility. WA 

wire axis; RP, rolling plane; RD, rolling direction; TD, transverse direction. 

On the (112) plane, Esc is maximum along [ilO]. 
Hence this anisotropy opposes that obtained from L.F. 
deformation. If only systems (9) and (11) operate, 
despite strain incompatibility, 

and 
(40) 

(41) 

The predicted easy directions on (112) are thus the 
same as the four slip system case. 

(e) (112) [111J Rolling 

The specimen coordinate axes are now x'- [112J, 
y'- [110J, and z'- [i11J, Fig. 4. The transformation 
matrix is 

and 

x 

y 

z 

E:x;x=r/6, 

ElIz=-2r/3, 

X' y' z' 

1 1 1 

-v6 -v2 -v3 

1 1 1 

-v6 -v2 -v3 

2 1 
0 

-v6 -v3 

EY lI=r/6, E .. =-r/3, 

Ezz=-2r/3, Exy=r/6. (42) 

The operating slip systems are most likely (111) [OilJ, 
(111) [i01J, (lil) [110J, and (ill) [110J, or Nos. (1), 

(2), (7), and (12). Then 

2Ez,,= -S2+S7-S12, 

2Ellv= -Sl-S7+S12, 

2E .. =Sl+S2, 

4EII.=S2+S7+S12, 

4Ez,,=Sl+S7+S12, 

4EzlI = -Sl-S2. 

Solution of Eqs. (42) and (43) gives 

(43) 

Sl =S2= - (r/3), S7=S12= - (7/6)r. (44) 

Hence 

E LF = (l/48)K LFr[(al+a3)2 
+ (a2+a3)2+ 7 (al-a2)2]. (45) 

Equation (45) tells us that on the (112) rolling plane 
the [ii1J direction (rolling direction) is the easy axis. 
Similarly, 

Esc= (l/l44)K scr(2a~3+ 2a3al- 5ala2) , (46) 

which again places the easy direction at [ii1J as far as 
the (112) rolling plane is concerned. 

DISCUSSION 

The results of the preceding calculations are sum
marized in Table II, together with the three cases 
studied by Chikazurni et al. 5 The positions of the 
induced easy axis on the rolling plane are indicated. 
These positions are perhaps the most significant pre
dictions of the theory, for they can be checked con
veniently by magnetic torque measurements on a disk 
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cut out of the rolling plane. A more quantitative check 
on the theory is difficult because not enough is known 
about the coefficients KLF and Ksc. As discussed by 
Chikazumi et al., parameters such as po and p' are not 
very accessible to experimentation as they depend 
sensitively on the details of dislocation motion. In 
addition, the order parameters sand u are expected to 
decrease with increasing deformation,u.25 so that the 
integrated forms of Eqs. (2) and (3) may be required. 
Attempt at a quantitative study was made by CSI, but 
the results were inconclusive for the above reasons. 

Regarding the effect of long- and short-range-order 
on the slip-induced anisotropy, cases (1), (4), (S), and 
(7) for rolling in Table II are of interest, since different 
directions of the easy axis are predicted depending on 
the type of order. At compositions close to 7S% Ni, 
appropriate heat treatments may be used to bring 
about mainly one type of ordering. Or, short-range 
order may be achieved at the expense of long range by 
choosing the composition well away from the 7S% i 
region. While the kinetics of long-range ordering is 
sluggish, short-range order appears unavoidable over 
a range of the Fe-Ni composition.26 Although the above 
analyses were made for 7S% Ni-2S% Fe only, a change 
in composition would affect the number of induced atom 
pairs (hence KLF and Ksc) but not their directions. 
Consequently the predicted positions of the easy 
directions outlined in Table II would still be applicable. 

It is assumed in the present analysis that the choice 
of the operating slip systems is made on the basis of 
satisfying the macroscopic stress and strain conditions. 
Wire drawing has been considered as tension along the 
wire aJ..'is and rolling as a triaxial stress system with the 
symmetry directions as principal stress axes. In the two 
cases ((110) [112J and (112) [110J) where the operating 
slip systems based on stress consideration do not satisfy 
strain compatibility, alternative analyses were made to 
provide for additional slip systems. 

It is fmlher assumed in the present analysis that all 
operating slip systems operate homogeneously through
out the sample. If certain systems exclude one ancther, 
for reasons such as unequal hardening and change in 
stress due to lattice reorientation dming deformation, 
the resulting anisotropies may be different from those 
of Table II. In the CSI study, for example, systems 
(1), (2), (4), and (S) are predicted in (001) [110J 
rolling. Slip-line observations, however, show that 
systems (1) and (2) operate on the top side of the 
crystal and (4) and (S) on the bottom. Hence in
homogeneity of deformation may have to be considered 
in individual cases. 

Aside from the above considerations, Table II pre
sents several interesting conclusions. During wire 

24 P. S. Rudman and B. L. Averbach, Acta Met. 4, 382 (1956). 
2& J. B. Cohen and_M. B. Bever, Trans. Met. Soc. AIME 218, 

155 (1960). 
26 M. F. Collins, R. V. Jones, and R. D. Lowde, J. Phys. Soc. 

Japan 17, Suppl. B-Ill, 19 (1962). 

drawing, for example, the wire axis becomes magneti
cally hard or easy depending on whether the orientation 
is (001) or (111 ). As for plane strain deformation, 
usually realized in rolling, most of the orientations 
predict the rolling direction as the induced easy axis, 
notable exceptions being (001) [100J and (110) [001]. 
The case of (110) [112J rolling is also interesting since 
it predicts an easy axis other than the rolling or trans
verse direction, hence the theory can be put to a severe 
test here. 

Table II also has implications for rolling poly
crystalline materials. Since all the orientations de
scribed are symmetrical orientations (with respect to 
rolling), an initially randomly oriented grain probably 
rotates to one of these orientations after a small 
deformation. A majority of these orientations place the 
easy axis along the rolling direction; which may explain 
the observation that the rolling direction is the easy 
axis for an initially random polycrystalline aggregate of 
Permalloy.2 In this connection, it is interesting to note 
that the rolling direction continues to be the easy axis 
at 90% thickness reduction or more where the textme 
is no longer random. The rolled texture in face-centered 
cubic Fe-Ni alloys can be described as (112) [111J plus 
(110) [112J, the former component being the larger.2 

Table II reveals that rolling of a (112) [111J crystal 
results in an easy axis along the rolling direction. As for 
the (110) [112J texture, it actually consists of two 
symmetrical components, which may be written as 
(110) [112J+ (110) [112]. Hence the anisotropy listed 
in Table II for (110) [112J should be superposed onto 
that for (110) [112]. When this is done, the effective 
easy axis is again most likely along the rolling direction. 

Finally it should be noted that plane strain conditions 
can be approximated by processes other than rolling. 
Two cases of technological importance are wire flatten
ing by rolling and flat-drawing. These two methods are 
employed in the fabrication of thin magnetic tapes of 
narrow width for memory applications. During ro11-
flattening, the material flows laterally without much 
elongation. The flat-drawing process, on the other hand, 
results in axial elongation without much change in the 
lateral direction. Such processing techniques, as pre
liminary studies have shown,27 are expected to produce 
unusual textmes and magnetic anisotropies. The 
results of the experimental studies involving rolling and 
wire drawing of single crystals to test the theoretical 
analyses presented here as well as the results of flatten
ing polycrystallil1e wire materials will be presented in a 
subsequent paper. 
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APPENDIX 

Relation between Glide-Shear, Slip Density, 
and Macrostrain 

The "slip density" S, as defined in the CSI analysis, 
is the average or effective number of dislocations passed 
per atomic (slip) plane. The glide-shear due to slip can 
thus be expressed as 'Y=Sb/d, where b is the strength of 
the Burger's vector and d the slip plane spacing. For 
{111} (110) slip in face-centered cubic materials, 
b=a/Y2 and d=a/ YJ (a=lattice constant). Hence 

'Y=S(!) t. (A1) 

Now the glide shear is related to the macroscopic 
strain tensor components by the equations13 

Ell ' = ("1/ 2) (nji.+n.dy), 

Ezz = ("1/ 2) (n.dz+nxd.), 

Ezy= ("1/ 2) (nxdy+njiz), 

(A2) 

where n z , n il, n. are components along the cubic co
ordinates of a unit vector normal to the slip plane and 
dz, dll , d. are the components of a unit vector along the 
slip direction. As an example, take slip on the (111) 
[OilJ system [ o. (1) in Table IJ, nz=nll=n.= l / YJ, 
dz= 0, dy= -1/ Y2, dz= 1/ Y2. From Eqs. (A2), we get 

Eyy = - ("1/ --/6), 

E •• ='Y/ --/6, 

Eyz =O, 

Ezz = ("1/2). (1/ --/6), 

Ezy = - ("1/ 2)(1/ --/6). 

Finally, by converting "I to S via Eq. (Al), 

Elly = - (Sl/2), 

E •• = (St!2), 

Ey. =O, 

Ezz=St!4, 

EzlI = - (St!4), 

which are the values entered in Table r. 

(A3) 

(A4) 
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